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Executive Summary 
The exploitation of tight gas (TG) reservoirs is a key challenge area for both Supply Chain and 
Operators; in both the UK and Dutch sectors of the Southern North Sea. To commence identifying 
and addressing challenges in this area a hackathon event was held to extract expert knowledge and 
potential solutions that can contribute to the continuing activity in the region. A good number of 
novel ideas were generated in 5 key challenge areas during the event. There are some consistent 
ideas across many of the challenge areas, with participants recognising the need for collaboration, 
sharing of experience and data, and new novel ideas. These will now be picked up by the tight gas 
workgroup in collaboration with OGA and the industry to develop the ideas into delivery 
programmes. 

Introduction 
The Southern North Sea (SNS) basin is the most mature area in the UKCS, with the West Sole field 
discovered in 1965 and commencing production in 1967. Though there has been continued field 
development activity in recent years, it is recognised that this aging, predominantly gas producing 
basin, is at risk of decline.  
  
The Oil and Gas Authority (OGA) and East of England Energy Group (EEEGR) jointly launched a special 
interest group focused on SNS rejuvenation in December 2016, highlighting the importance of the 
Southern North Sea and seeking to maximise economic recovery from this area. One of the group’s 
priorities has been to focus on tight gas opportunities within the SNS. 
  
The size of the prize within tight reservoirs is clear with Eric Marston, OGA SNS Area Manager, 
stating: “Tight gas reservoirs are often presumed to be high cost and high risk yet we estimate 3.8 
trillion cubic feet of tight gas remains locked in existing fields, undeveloped discoveries and 
prospects in the SNS.” In 2014 the SNS rejuvenation JIP identified potentially large tight gas volumes 
in the SNS basin, with 50% of undeveloped discoveries considered tight, and 60% of prospects 
considered tight.  
  
Jointly driven by the OGA and EEEGR, the Tight Gas Work Group was formed with industry 
representation from Shell, Premier Oil, Baker Hughes, Centrica and Fraser Well Management. 
Conceived by the Work Group, the objective of this “Tight Gas Hackathon” event was to bring 
operators and the supply chain together to focus on cost efficiencies and technology solutions 
applicable to the SNS tight gas market. The event complements the OGA’s SNS Tight Gas Strategy 
and Guidance Document, both of which provide context, background and further insight for both 
new as well as existing licence holders and operators in the Southern North Sea.  
  
The ideas generated from the Tight Gas Hackathon will be published on the OGA and EEEGR 
websites and will be used as a means for the Tight Gas Work Group along with other industry 
participants to make further tangible progress towards unlocking the tight gas opportunities within 
the Southern North Sea. 
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How Does a Hackathon Event Work? 
A hackathon event is undertaken to draw together industry and supply chain, in order to find 
creative solutions to reduce costs and increase efficiency. In this case the hackathon looked at the 
ability of the Oil & Gas industry to extract gas from low permeability “tight gas” reservoirs.  
Hackathons started in Silicon Valley as a way to inspire new ideas, and were held internally by large 
software companies to promote new product innovation from its staff. It’s reported that the 
Facebook like button was the output of a Facebook Hackathon event. Centrica has utilised the idea 
and used it internally for many of its business units. To run these internal events Centrica trained a 
small team, currently around 25 people, to facilitate the days. These facilitators are called 
“Pioneering Practitioners” and they also facilitated the Tight Gas Hackathon. 

The underlying idea behind generating new ideas at Hackathons is based on:  

 

 

 
One of the key aspects of a hackathon is for participants to stay expansive, offering new possibilities 
and opinions and to try to restrict reductive thinking (immediately judging ideas negatively). Any 
idea generated is developed and discussed in a figurative “Greenhouse of Ideas” where all ideas are 
understood and nurtured. While it is accepted that some of these seedling ideas may turn out to be 
weeds, equally there will be some seedling ideas that can flower.  

The agenda for the day was based on 5 “themed stations” on the following pre-selected challenge 
areas generated by the TG workgroup: 

1) Stimulation: How can we do what we normally do better? 
2) Technology: How can we make reservoirs give up their gas more easily? 
3) Reservoirs: How can we better improve our understanding of reservoirs? 
4) Production: How do we maintain production on existing tight gas fields? 
5) Logistics: What can be done to reduce the cost of logistics on tight gas developments 

and how can we reduce the clean-up time on a fracced tight gas well? 

Ideas generated during the event were presented, along with more in-depth explanation of each 
challenge area. In each of the 5 challenge areas, T-Bar sheets were drawn up for key ideas 
generated. Additional ideas generated in the sessions are represented in the tables at the end of 
each respective section. In the final breakout sessions the top generated ideas were described by 
the relevant subject matter experts. All participants then reviewed each idea in each challenge area 
and voted for those they thought were best. The number of votes received for each idea is 
represented on each the T-bar sheets, on a yellow post-it note. 

Attendees that were unable to share their ideas at the hackathon due to confidentiality constraints 
such as Intellectual Property (IP), will work with the OGA until the confidentiality issues are resolved 
and the ideas can be shared with the delivery organisations. 
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Actions 
The Tight Gas workgroup is committed to progressing specific programmes of work associated with 
unlocking tight gas in the SNS. The next steps towards achieving this goal are: 

1. Release this Tight Gas Hackathon Output Report and the Stimulation Guidance Report on the 
OGA and EEEGR websites by the end of June 2017. 

2. High-grade (e.g. value vs do-ability) the ideas generated at the Hackathon to focus efforts 
and establish relevant business cases for specific opportunities and technology needs in 
support of tight gas developments in the SNS. 

3. Frame the Fracipedia idea to better understand the business case, where we are, where we 
want to be, and how we will get there 

 
The workgroup meets regularly via teleconferences or face-to-face and will provide updates to the 
Progress and Way Forward sections of this report in order to keep it live.  Additional participants are 
welcome to join.  You can express your interest via any of the workgroup members (see Appendix A) 
or via EEEGR. 

Progress 
• The OGA issued their SNS Tight Gas Strategy on 22 June 2017. 

https://www.ogauthority.co.uk/news-publications/publications/2017/southern-north-sea-
tight-gas-strategy/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.ogauthority.co.uk/news-publications/publications/2017/southern-north-sea-tight-gas-strategy/
https://www.ogauthority.co.uk/news-publications/publications/2017/southern-north-sea-tight-gas-strategy/
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Ideas Generated  

Challenge 1: Stimulation: How can we do what we normally do better? 
 

Problem Statement 

This challenge area examined how we currently undertake stimulation activities and extracted what 
challenges exist in all stages of the process; from planning, to operations, to wash up, and propose 
areas we can improve. Ideas around size and scale, understanding, cost reduction, technology, 
collaboration and planning were all sought. 

 

Participants Choice: Summary of Top Ideas Generated 

Idea Votes Received 
“Fracipedia” - central database of frac data 14 
“The Weak Link” – over displacement related 10 
“Extended Appraisal” – treat more development wells as appraisal 9 
“Modular Small Frac Spread” – equipment sized for job 4 
“Scale Through Collaboration” – create economies of scale 3 
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T-Bar Ideas 

 

 

 

 

 

FRACIPEDIA

• Create a central and 
accessible database 
with:
– Rock 
– Well 
– Frac
– Production data FRACIPEDIA

THE WEAK LINK?
• Over displacement of 

proppant is currently the 
weak link in stimulation 
operations

• Industry is afraid to over 
displace and use 
suboptimal techniques in 
an attempt to avoid over 
displacement which adds 
to cost

• What actually happens if 
we over displace?
– Test it!!
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EXTENDED APPRAISAL

• 1st few production 
wells on a field should 
be treated as appraisal 
wells i.e.
– Acquire additional data 
– Optimise completion 

design
– Configure production 

test
• Stepped facilities 

development

appraisal

Develop

MODULAR SMALL FRAC SPREAD

• Fit frac spread to size 
of job

• Reduces space / cost 
/ vessels required

• Campaigning work is 
essential for idea to 
work

Frac
Spread

Frac
Spread

Frac
Spread
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CREATE SCALE THROUGH COLLABORATION
1frac

• Create economies of scale
• Collaborate across 

operators, service 
companies and countries

• Agreement to use same 
frac systems, vessels, rigs

• Drive down costs
• Offer all companies chance 

to participate
• Can industry do it for 

themselves, or is a dictator 
required to force 
collaboration?

Operator
A

Operator
B

Operator
C

USE MICRO SEISMIC OFFSHORE

• Improve our 
understanding of frac 
design with 
microfractures.
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COMPLETION VS TIME CURVE

• Bench mark frac / 
completion efficiency 
on a completion time 
curve

• More focus on 
completion & 
stimulation 
performance 
management

• Similar to what is done 
during drilling phase Time

Ev
en

ts

Frac 1

Frac 2

Frac 3

ANNULAR FRACCING

• Keep coil in hole 
during frac 
operations

• Take learnings from 
Canada where 
already done

• Time saving
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DESIGN PLATFORMS TO TEST

• Early platform design 
should allow for test 
spread to be 
platform based

• Save on ‘clean-up’ 
costs long term

LEARN FROM SERVICE CO.

• Most R&D in service 
companies, not operators

• Let service companies 
lead job

• Operators to set what to 
achieve, not what to do

• Benefit could be efficient, 
fit for job, frac design 
with user expertise
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TWO TIER RIG-RATE

• Separate drilling and 
completion rig rate

• Lower rate for 
completion 
operations

• Incentive for a rig is 
continued work and 
costs covered

Drill
complete

FRAC MEDIUM PERM RESEVOIRS
FRAC THE“K”

• Could improve and 
accelerate payback 
and economics 

• Adds scale to frac 
market

1 < K > 10 mD
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COIL-LESS CLEAN UP

• Include artificial lift in 
completions so coil 
tubing spread is not 
required

IMPROVED FRAC MODEL

• 3D frac simulation 
that accounts for 
SHmax / SHmin direction 
and not just 
magnitude
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??BY-PASSED OPPORTUNITY??

• It is thought “frac 
models” over estimate 
frac height

• Thin reservoirs 
therefore overlooked

• Treat models with 
“pinch of salt”

• Create a shared 
repository with frac 
data & models of rock 
strength

RE-CYCLE FRAC

• Evaluate if fraccing
existing wells that are 
not fracced can be

• Could improve 
efficiency
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Additional Ideas 

The table below presents the ideas generated during the session which were not represented by T-
bars, but are valid and provide additional information to be examined. 

Challenge Idea 
Stimulation UNDERSTANDING: How to better measure frac performance 

Stimulation UNDERSTANDING: How to accurately identify the stress field 

Stimulation 
UNDERSTANDING: Difficulties trying new operating methods in offshore operators conservative 
mind-set 

Stimulation UNDERSTANDING: Plan less - act more 

Stimulation UNDERSTANDING: Result driver "reverse engineering" of stimulation program 

Stimulation UNDERSTANDING: Begin with the end in mind. Design and plan for stimulation optimisation 

Stimulation 
UNDERSTANDING: In order to understand what is happening with each treatment, you need to 
flow back each treatment individually 

Stimulation UNDERSTANDING: What happens if you over displace in a Rotliegend zone frac? 

Stimulation 
UNDERSTANDING: Does using Resin Coated Proppant (RCP) decrease performance in horizontal 
multi-frac wells? 

Stimulation 
UNDERSTANDING: Use predictive methodologies for candidate reservoir identification and 
improved performance prediction and forecasting 

Stimulation 
UNDERSTANDING: Look at USA/Canada methods in a sensible way. Knowing difference between 
tight sands, not shale gas 

Stimulation 
UNDERSTANDING: Using real time frac size information can we stop when it gets to the right 
size? 

Stimulation 
UNDERSTANDING: Understand pre-frac rock quality to optimise fracture stimulation to save 
time, cost and improve developments 

Stimulation PLANNING: Low pressure / low pump rate fracturing 

Stimulation 
PLANNING: Structure so engineer has correct intervention support before start! To make site 
time productive, not setting up & interfacing. Design everything upfront, carry out pre work 

Stimulation PLANNING: Time required for multi-zone stimulations with rig and coil. 

Stimulation PLANNING: Plan to use more multi-lateral wells 

Stimulation PLANNING: Spend money to do the science on early wells = cheaper later wells 

Stimulation PLANNING: Should we plan to use more velocity strings - was successful for Shell in SNS 2011-13 

Stimulation COMMERCIAL: Benchmark against onshore North America for duration and spread rates. 

Stimulation COMMERCIAL: Alternative business models: Production share; Risk reward; Pay on Success 

Stimulation COMMERICAL: Build long term commercial relationships. Small scope of work = high unit costs 

Stimulation 
COMMERCIAL: There are a limited number of wells / jobs for supply chain to develop cost 
effective solutions 

Stimulation 
COMMERCIAL: Partnering of local service companies to gain rewards and take risk on increased 
production. Frac for free and share gains in production. Would optimise end result 

Stimulation COMMERCIAL: Use incentivised contracts - rewards success, reduction in pay vs. NPT 

Stimulation 
COMMERCIAL: Banish conventional methodology of E&P workflow. Adopt the CAPEX / OPEX - 
reducing approaches of the US onshore shale industry $70 ->$30 

Stimulation 
TECHNOLOGY: Use real time down well survey: measuring temperature, conditions & 
obstructions 

Stimulation TECHNOLOGY: Resistance to technology. Frac times significantly longer than US onshore 

Stimulation 
TECHNOLOGY: Improve current frac simulators by developing a 3D simulator that accounts for 
Shmx/Shmin orientation and not just the magnitude 

Stimulation TECHNOLOGY: Improve height growth models as thin reservoirs are a challenge for frac models 

Stimulation 
TECHNOLOGY: Use screen out avoidance techniques to minimise time, how to reduce the risk of 
screen out to allow use of different completions 

Stimulation 
TECHNOLOGY: Resin coated proppant replaced by non-coated & screened sleeves for lower cost 
and better production 
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Challenge Idea 
Stimulation TECHNOLOGY: Future technology should aim to be more standardised 

Stimulation 
TECHNOLOGY: Produce a gel that plugs frac then dissolves to allow refraccing of wells to 
maintain improved productivity 

Stimulation TECHNOLOGY: Underground explosives? 

Stimulation TECHNOLOGY: Device to drill the fractures, allowing multi-multi laterals 

Stimulation TECHNOLOGY: Fish bones technology to increase productivity 

Stimulation 
TECHNOLOGY: Can we find a better way to increase success of fraccing existing wells? i.e. better 
material to keep fractures open 

Stimulation 
TECHNOLOGY: Solve excess proppant use, better control of amounts, proppant that can 
disappear selectively. 

Stimulation TECHNOLOGY: Develop a technology to frac over an extended time period 

Stimulation TECHNOLOGY: Proppant-less fraccing 

Stimulation TECHNOLOGY: Mini earthquakes to create fractures 

Stimulation TECHNOLOGY: Enhance platform functionality i.e. add hydrogen production 

Stimulation TECHNOLOGY: Make bigger fractures that stay out of the water 

Stimulation 
TECHNOLOGY: New ideas for completions that meet the needs of north sea multi-frac horizontal 
wells 

Stimulation TECHNOLOGY: Fish bones - Joint industry test as no one wants to go first 

Stimulation 
COLLABORATE: Create a frac club between operators and service companies who could all 
benefit 

Stimulation COLLABORATE: Sharing of best practices - allows benchmarking and analogues 

Stimulation COLLABORATE: Export pipelines owned and operated by one central company, aka onshore US 

Stimulation 
COLLABORATE: Look at lessons / ideas / thoughts from other areas. What has and has not 
worked worldwide for tight gas reservoirs 

Stimulation COLLABORATE: Plan together so we are able to frac all year round, not just in summer months 

Stimulation 

COLLABORATE: A shared resource that is funded by various operators & service Companies to 
optimise savings and efficiencies in tackling a defined program of fracs over a defined period of 
time. 

Stimulation 
COLLABORATE: As a start everyone must have ISO9000 and have it audited by the industry to 
make sure they collaborate 

Stimulation 
COLLABORATE: Operators currently all have different methodologies for tight gas operations, 
can we find a common methodology 

Stimulation COLLABORATE: can we create an operator consortium to create a 'factory' of stims. 

Stimulation 
COST REDUCTION: Create drilling time/depth curve to cover completions phase as well. Focus on 
time is maintained. 

Stimulation COST REDUCTION: Drill ERD wells from a platform & frac from the platform. 

Stimulation 

COST REDUCTION: Fit for application modular frac fleet on DP2 or JUL B as opposed to dedicated 
over specified frac vessel. Integrated flow back capability on modular package. Needs a 
campaign. 

Stimulation COST REDUCTION: Can time to clean-up be delayed in order to increase execution efficiency? 

Stimulation 
COST REDUCTION: small clean-up packages that can be fitted to minimum facilities (NUI), either 
retrofitted at low cost and low weight (NUI crane capacity) 

Stimulation COST REDUCTION: Rig-less stimulations, soluble proppant at last stage with soluble sealing balls 

Stimulation COST REDUCTION: Create scale and cost saving by stimulating medium permeability reservoirs 
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Challenge 2: Technology: How can we make reservoirs give up their gas more 
easily? 
 

Problem Statement: 

What new technology is needed to help make marginal tight gas fields commercially viable? The 
challenge is finding technologies that can make exploiting low permeability reservoirs operations 
cheaper, faster, increase production rates or even game changing technologies that change the way 
we plan and work. 

 

Participants Choice: Summary of Top Ideas Generated 

Idea Votes Received 
“Test Bed” – industry wide testing 13 
“Better Wetter” – changing fluid rock properties 10 
“Illite Eaters” – technology to remove Illite from pore spaces 9 
“World PLC” – large amounts of relevant data sharing 4 
“Subsea – Downhole Vacuum” – subsea technology to remove downhole solids 3 
“Try It” – over displacement of proppant 3 
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T-Bar Ideas 

 

 

TEST BED

• Industry wide field 
development

• Apply new technology
• Create a ‘Enterprise 

zone’
– Stranded discovery

• Jointly between 
Industry, Academia 
and Government

BETTER WETTER

• Challenge the laws of 
physics

• Change fluid / rock 
properties

• Shared research
• Enhanced Gas 

Recovery (EGR)
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ILLITE EATERS

• Illite is a known 
permeability blocking 
in reservoirs

• Idea for a self 
propagating Illite 
eating bacteria

WORLD PLC

• Big Data
• Real Time
• Available to all
• Benchmarking
• Culture
• Proactive

I O O I I I O O I I O O I I I O O I
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SUBSEA - DOWNHOLE VACUUM

• Solids removal
– Subsea equipment
– Downhole solids

• Centrifuge
• Particle blaster
• Enabler for more 

subsea infrastructure 
and operators

TRY IT!!!
Over displacement of proppant

• Can we do it?
• How to trial
• Undertake reservoir 

studies
• There is a wider 

potential in Europe
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THE MODERN WELL

• Plastics
• Proppant-less
• Self-abandoning and 

drilling
• “Smart”
• Sustainable
• Production Enhancing
• Cheap!

REMOTE POWER “HUB”

• Locally generated 
power

• Gas to wire potential
• FPSO for power
• Power / Control / 

Comms for wells
• Isolated or connected
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WIND TO GAS

• Hydrogen Production

• NOT a gas turbine 
replacement

Store 
power

Co-mingle 
with 

Methane

FRAC TO ORDER

• Independent control 
of frac dimensions

• Avoid water
• Hit sweet spot
• Less waste
• Smaller equipment
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PICTURE THE FRAC

• Mapping Fractures
• Disposable 

Technology
– Frac information It’s 

Here!!
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Additional Ideas 

The table below presents the ideas generated during the session which were not represented by T-
bars, but are valid and provide additional information to be examined. 

 

Challenge Idea 
Technology Electrification of platforms from an offshore grid 

Technology Software simulation tool improvement which can validate the business case 

Technology Develop plastic pipe that is rated to high pressure 

Technology Develop a software or technology that allows us to revisit historical data 

Technology Develop improved hydraulic stimulation and chemical stimulation 

Technology Predictive technology to be better able to predict candidate reservoirs or predict performance 

Technology Database to pool all data and real time analytics and cross polarisation of other data sources 

Technology Digging robots to create conduit channels 

Technology Subsurface exploration without mechanical intervention 

Technology Produce and recover in-field 

Technology Subsea solids separation to allow gas to travel further 

Technology Remote power supply for long steps outs 

Technology Cheap subsea developments for remote / stranded developments 

Technology Technology that can dissolve rocks and matrix as alternative to both drilling and fraccing 

Technology Instant data sharing 

Technology Development to predict and define and open fracture 

Technology Identification of natural fractures and sweet spots 

Technology Remove the overburden pressure by expanding the reservoir, could we inject air or nitrogen? 

Technology Technology to drill 1000s of smaller holes at once 

Technology We need a technology testing ground for new technologies in the field 

Technology Simulation tools are robust and reliable, how do we justify new technology 

Technology 
Need a systematic approach to tight gas, could wind power be used to over pressure a reservoir, 
helping it to produce 
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Challenge 3: Reservoirs: How can we better improve our understanding of 
reservoirs? 
 

Problem statement: 

Predicting reservoirs is a key factor to well and development success. The quality of a reservoir and 
how it’s characterised is dependent on data acquired while drilling. Natural fractures are the key, as 
they can remove the requirement for hydraulic fracturing, but this does not happen often in the 
Carboniferous and Rotliegend sands. Detection and modelling of fault and subsequent 
compartmentalisation also has an influence on the commerciality of a well. 

 

Participants Choice: Summary of Top Ideas Generated 

Idea Votes Received 
“WARMS” – wide area reservoir modelling 15 
“Data to Go” – data sharing database 13 
“Do or Die” – changing license specification to promote collaboration 6 
“Let’s Get Fiscal” – fiscal stimulation of tight gas prospects 4 
“Knowledge is Power” – data sharing between industry and academia 4 
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T-Bar Ideas 

 

 

 

WIDE AREA RESERVOIR MODELLING / 
SURVEILLANCE (WARMS)

• Fracture imaging / prediction
• Predictive modelling to find big 

grains/ high perm
• More accurate micro seismic 

measurements
• Utilise existing wells for sea 

bed seismic
• Permanent downhole gauge to 

constantly monitor – add to 
fish-bones

• Model difference between free 
water and bound water

• Long distance resistivity

DATA TO GO!

• Golden Standards
• Website

– Inc. stress fields
– All analysis
– Standard inputs
– All core data
– Full disclosure
– Prevents repeating and 

duplication
– More efficient lessons 

learnt, risk reduction
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DO OR DIE!!

• Stitch all seismic data 
together

• Shorter licenses
• Smaller licenses to 

force collaboration
• Sharing of knowledge

LETS GET FISCAL 

• Fiscal stimulation to 
develop new tight gas, 
marginal fields

• Learn about reservoirs 
with reduced risk to 
encourage further 
development

• Balance high risk 
reservoirs with reward
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER

• Joint industry 
Academia knowledge 
capture

• Timeline for delivery
• Free data
• Best practice giving 

time savings

SEMANTICS

• Consistent 
measurements going 
forwards

• Consistent logs
• Standard definitions
• What does “tight” 

actually mean?
• Central guidance / Best 

practice with firm rules

? ?    ?   ?   ?     ?    ?     ?  ?  ?  ?

1 + 1 = 5

1 + 1 = 2
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I LIKE MUD LOGS

• Can you actually see 
where you are 
liberating gas?

• You would ID 
fractures as you drill

• Cheap mud logs

SENSING WIDGETS

• Permanent 
distribution of 
sensors

• Pressure, time, 
space, saturation

• Apply as standard to 
all wells

• Multiple gauges
• Accurate
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Additional Ideas 

The table below presents the ideas generated during the session which were not represented by T-
bars, but are valid and provide additional information to be examined. 

Challenge Idea 
Reservoirs What do we actually mean by "tight" reservoir, tight to one group can be different to another? 

Reservoirs How can we use existing analogues better to make more informed decisions on future wells? 

Reservoirs How can we better improve our understanding of reservoirs? 

Reservoirs How is better way to characterise a reservoir in terms of permeability, porosity? 

Reservoirs What does the idea dataset look like, not always needing the newest most expensive technology 

Reservoirs Can we apply Building Information Modelling (BIM) for fraccing - run so that is available to all? 

Reservoirs 
If we create a virtual model of the reservoir and fractures, similar to that of the latest 3-D 
surveys we would not be working in the dark. 

Reservoirs 
When characterising reservoirs look at natural fractures and permeability anisotropy better 
measurements. Fracture mapping, distributed sensors particularly in horizontal wells. 

Reservoirs More reservoir knowledge if we continuously monitored the fracture and production. 

Reservoirs How can we map fractures in offshore wells without the need for an observation well. 
 

 

 

 

NATURAL FRACTURES
• How important?
• Can they be predicted?
• How do we identify?
• Correlation of seismic for 

well measures of frac 
density

• Do not need to frac
• Purposefully drill into 

them / frac
• Funded project (Joint 

industry and academia)

?
?
?
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Challenge 4: Production: How do we maintain production on existing tight gas 
fields? 
 

Problem Statement: 

With declining production rates on tight gas fields is there anything we can do to maintain or extend 
well and field life to push back the cessation of production and decommissioning of the wells and 
infrastructure? 

 

Participants Choice: Summary of Top Ideas Generated 

Idea Votes Received 
“Frac Database” – shared database of frac data 16 
“Best Bang For Buck” – fiscal incentive for tight gas fields 6 
“Poison The Well” – plug existing fractures to re-frac well 4 
“Make Glass” – explosion down hole to frac 3 
“Unlock Subsea Well Fraccing” – subsea fraccing currently cost prohibitive 3 
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T-Bar Ideas 

 

 

 

FRAC DATABASE

• Fair sharing data
• Does it need to be 

forced?
• Mandatory 

collaboration
• Every company to 

participate and 
provide minimum 
data

BEST BANG FOR YOUR BUCK
LIFE OF FIELD TAX (Denmark?)

• Fiscal incentive
• OGA responsible for 

MER
• Paradox with US ‘lack 

of regulations’
• Remove short term 

rate of return but 
look longer
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POISON THE WELL
re-frac

• Fracture filled with 
medium to re-seal 
and block ‘proppant 
areas’

• Re-fracture and later 
medium dissolves

• Could this be boat 
based?

THEN

MAKE GLASS

• Move the flair down 
hole

• Put oxygen downhole
• Light it
• BANG
• Frac done! Is ‘reverse 

fossilised’?
• Lightening strike 

analogue
• Can we control it?
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UNLOCK SUBSEA WELL FRACCING

• Fraccing subsea wells 
is currently cost 
prohibitive

• Can we instead use 
current proven subsea 
pumping technology 
and modify the 
concept to help 
fraccing without 
needing a rig? Pumps at seabed     vs      Dry tree well

CONTROLLED STIMULATION

• ‘Acid Bombs’
• With mini-frac 

capability
• To be pumped down 

well
• If cost £5m is it cost 

effective

‘Reverse Araldite’ 
Fluid based

Mix

Expand + Stimulate

Pump 
benign fluid
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INCENTIVE PROTOTYPE TECH

• Change ways of 
working

• Incentives
• Prototypes no charge
• Change of mind-set
• Longer term program 

to allow failure 
‘teething problems’

CNG, LNG, HAPPILY

• Compressed or 
liquefied natural gas 
floating production 
systems

• Get around fixed 
infrastructure
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DO IT PROPERLY 1ST TIME

• Recompletion costs 
must be reduced

• Side-track wells when 
rig is present

• Well contact with 
reservoir needs to be 
optimised at the start

COMPRESSION CLUB

• Export route longevity 
is key

• Help unlock marginal 
fields

• There is a commercial 
alignment issue to 
overcome

• Is it OGA/gov
responsibility – what 
do EBN do?
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SAVE THE PATIENT
(no transplant)

• ‘Stent’
• After the frac is 

complete, apply a 
thin structure

• One size fits all 
design of a porous 
membrane

• Analogous to a 
‘slotted liner’

ACCESS TO DATA
(US analogue)

• See what is done in 
the US

• Expand on ‘fraccing
database’

• MER- benefit
• Sort wells by success 

criteria
• Able to take learning 

from others
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Additional Ideas 

The table below presents the ideas generated during the session which were not represented by T-
bars, but are valid and provide additional information to be examined. 

Challenge Idea 
Production Re-perforate to maintain production. 

Production Assisted lift, how can we more utilise it and do it cheaper? 

Production 
Interventions should be last resort - analogy is doctors using a heart transplant as last resort, 
stint is more usual - same with wells. 

Production 
When drilling and completing how can we better preserve access to rock face and extend area of 
contact for fraccing 

Production 
We can avoid workovers if we do it properly first time! How do we better understand we are 
doing it correctly first time? 

Production 
If we are more confident and less case history, anecdote oriented we can get technology to 
market  

Production Look at how we select proppant at the design phase and when in overall planning 

Production 
There is a level of subject matter expert frustration at trying to convince management to spend 
money 

Production 

Industry should take a broader approach to production look at additional functionality of 
infrastructure, use of hydrogen in Dutch sector, initiatives related to emissions and potential of 
electricity from grid. 

Production 
More holistic approach required in modelling including 3D, time, chemistry, pressure and 
temperature and look at the interface with skin effect 
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Challenge 5: Logistics: What can be done to reduce the cost of logistics on tight gas 
developments and how can we reduce the clean-up time on a fracced tight gas 
well? 
 

Problem Statement: 

The cost of complexity around the logistics of fraccing and stimulation operations can be prohibitive. 
Optimisations of planning, vessels and equipment requirements can all contribute to reducing the 
logistical burden for these operations. 

 

Participants Choice: Summary of Top Ideas Generated 

Idea Votes Received 
“Frac Club” – multi-operator campaign for logistics 22 
“Results Not Rental” – redesigning the contracting process 7 
“Flat Pack Frac” – use of tailored modular equipment 6 
“Sharing is Caring” – knowledge sharing 4 
“Post Diner Slump” – getting it right first time, are designs fit for purpose 3 
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T-Bar Ideas 

 

 

 

FRAC CLUB
• Main operation is to define 

the scope
• Create a ‘campaign 

approach’
• Contractors to provide 

consortium approach
• Independently Project 

managed
• Common contract for all
• Risk sharing
• Creates economies of scale
• Shared experience

OPERATOR OPERATOR OPERATOR

CAMPAIGN

RESULTS NOT RENTAL
• Redesign the contracting 

process
• Operators define what they 

need and supply chain 
delivers, NOT on a day rate

• Requires higher operator 
trust in supply chain, no 
micromanagement

• A single point of 
contracting in a realistic 
timeframe

• Less interfaces, lower risk & 
cost

• Gives ability to multiskill

OPERATORS

CONTRACTORS
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FLAT PACK FRACCING
• Once scope is defined 

then challenge the norm 
if SAFE!

• Approach certification 
authorities with 
simplified multi-use 
design

• Modular equipment 
where possible

• Need a conception 
design study

• Potential cost savings

OLD 
WAY

OLD 
WAY

OLD 
WAY

NEW 
WAY

STREAMLINE

SHARING IS CARING
• Industry needs to 

knowledge share, even if 
just for SAFETY

• Perceived that 
IP/confidentiality 
prevents this

• Success and issues shared 
but not the why

• Incentives could help 
idea/experience sharing

• Can Intellectual Property 
be licensed?

Lesson 
Learn
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Additional Ideas 

The table below presents the ideas generated during the session which were not represented by T-
bars, but are valid and provide additional information to be examined. 

Challenge Idea 

Logistics 
Consortium like what's done in the Netherlands, economies of scale, experience sharing and 
potential rig share 

Logistics 
Logistics forum to discuss programs, risk sharing. Currently seen that IP and confidentiality 
would prevent a consortium approach 

Logistics Consortium with OGA (or other) incentives to encourage Operators and supply chain 

Logistics 
Operators to tender for whole scope - which could be multi-well campaign, this would need a 
change in operators approval process 

Logistics 
Minimise marine spread, sequential projects for economics of scale and learning, have multi-
purpose SSBV (for additional deck space) 

Logistics Reuse and re-engineer redundant jack-ups. 

Logistics Can we remove requirements for needing a rig, use robots for drilling? 

Logistics 
FOOTPRINT: Does USA onshore equipment have offshore use? Standard equipment created for 
operations. A work schedule would drive kit. 

Logistics 
FOOTPRINT: Modularity, and vertical stacking of kit, can we look at different layouts to make 
most of deck space. 

Logistics 
FOOTPRINT: can we use Offshore Wind Farm (OWF) Accommodation vessels, Jack up barge vs 
bespoke build vs windfarm. Can be simplify design of drilling unit to suit SNS 

Logistics 
FOOTPRINT: Do we need fully high rated kit, is there a potential intervention from certifying 
authorities to produce an exemption case. Can we challenge the norm, if its safe? 

Logistics 
VESSEL: Can we reduce POB on rig by use of accommodation barge to get more space for 
equipment. 

Logistics 
EQUIPMENT: can we redesign the contracting process, with aim to streamline costs. Base 
contracting on results and not rental. This gives incentives for supply chain to deliver goals. 

 

POST DINNER SLUMP
• How can we get it right first 

time?
• Do we over think / design 

each time. Is there a vanilla
solution?

• Sharing Lessons Learnt & 
experience to reduce risk 
and cost

• Need operators to initiate 
based on confidentiality 
(perceived to be sensitive)

• If we lower cost it would 
help increase activity
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Hackathon in Numbers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

89
Attendees

712
Person
hours

53
T-Bar sheet 
ideas across

5
Challenge 
areas

3
countries 
attending

2
Academic
institutes in 
attendance

39
supply chain 
and 
consultancy 
companies  
in attendance

9
Operators 
in 
attendance
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Appendix A: List of Attendees 
 

Thanks to the following persons, who form the “Tight Gas” workgroup, for organisation of the event: 

Eric Marsden – Oil and Gas Authority 
Margaret Copland – Oil and Gas Authority 
David Hartney – Oil and Gas Authority 
Nick Ford – Fraser Well Management 
Fraser Weir – Centrica 
Kevin Yule – Premier Oil 
Julian Manning – Baker Hughes 
Kathy Heller – Shell UK 
 
Thanks to Centrica and the following Centrica and stand-in “Pioneering Practitioners” for facilitating 
the 5 stations 

Alex Stuart 
Alistair Currie 
Carla Riddell 
Philippa Warren - EEEGR 
Vincent Verlinden 
 
Thanks also to the five subject matter experts who ran the 5 challenge stations and provided expert 
feedback to participants in each working session. 

Marc Langford – Centrica 
Malcolm Banks - OGTC 
Quentin Fisher – University of Leeds 
Muhammad Danyaal – Premier Oil 
Tosh McIntosh – Premier Oil 
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Attendees 

Name Company Name Company 
David Windscheffel ACN Offshore Guy Foulger Lloyds Register 
Martyn Norton ACN Offshore Christina Smitton Lloyds Register 
Paul Armitage Alpha Petroleum Resources Ltd Margaret Copland Oil and Gas Authority 
Gavin MacDonald Alpha Petroleum Resources Ltd Sylvia Buchan  Oil and Gas Authority 
Simon Turner ASCO UK Ltd Adetoro Sadiku Oil and Gas Authority 
Ian Lowrie Attollo Offshore David Hartney Oil and Gas Authority 
Alan Pillar Baker Hughes Harry Thorne Oil and Gas UK 
Julian Manning Baker Hughes Mariesha Jaffray Oil and Gas UK 
Chris Burns Baker Hughes Chris Bayly Oilfield Production Consultants 
John Best Best Proactive Ceriel Haesen Oranje Nassau Energie b.v. 
Jess Thomson Centrica Simon Hudson OSL Consulting 
Al Currie Centrica Alasdair Robertson OSL Consulting 
Jack Richards Centrica Brian James Perenco UK Ltd 
Alex Stuart Centrica Charlie Wood Perenco UK Ltd 
Vincent Verlinden Centrica Hanna Darwish Pharos Marine Automatic Power Ltd 
Carla Riddell Centrica Matthew Byatt Pinnacle Consulting Engineers 
Marc Langford Centrica Darrell Kosakewich Polar Well Stimulations Ltd 
Fraser Weir Centrica Muhammad Daanyal Premier Oil 
Sam O'Hara Consultant Tosh McIntosh Premier Oil 
Philip Kirby Drillmar Resources (GY) Ltd Olu Daini Premier Oil 
Amanda Pickering DTS Solutions (U.K.) Ltd Andrew Couch Premier Oil 
Raymond Godderij EBN Kevin Yule Premier Oil 
Simon Gray EEEGR (East of England Energy Group) Nick Townsend Proeon Systems Ltd. 
Jennie Kevis-Stirling EEEGR (East of England Energy Group) Richard Moralee Proserv 
Siofra Driver EEEGR (East of England Energy Group) Paul Cook Proserv 
Sophie Wilson EEEGR (East of England Energy Group) Brian Allen Rovco 
Philippa Warren EEEGR (East of England Energy Group) Mark Norris Schlumberger 
Greg Wilson EnerMech Ltd Adam Tucker Seabed Scour Control Systems Ltd 
Ian Dredge ENGIE E&P UK Ltd Roy Glenister Seabed Scour Control Systems Ltd 
Billy Robinson EPIC International Ltd Kathy Heller Shell UK Ltd 
David Rowan EPIC International Ltd Simon Trin Shell UK Ltd 
Steve Hayhurst Exceed Babak Ghaempanah Shell UK Ltd 
Max Baumert ExxonMobil Production Company Idriss Sammoudi Shell UK Ltd 
Josef Shaoul Fenix Consulting Delft Kevin Purvis Siccar Point Energy 
Kristian Solhaug Fishbones AS Roy Harper SkillsReach Ltd 
Nick Ford Fraser Well Management Walid Eissa Smart Well Engineering Consultancy 

Matthew Bowyer 
Generating Excellence Recruitment 
Services 

Daniel Howlett-
Clarke Survitec Group 

Ewan Whyte Halliburton Manufacturing & Services Les Dawson Techplus Limited 
Paul Layton Halliburton Manufacturing & Services  Jon Reynolds Techplus Limited 
Colin Pearce Houlder Limited Malcolm Banks The Oil & Gas Technology Centre 
Jaco Fleumer HSM Offshore Rachel Moore TMS Media Ltd 
Ben Foreman ITF Kathryn Coventry UEA (University of East Anglia) 
Anthony Martin Kew Petroleum Ltd Andrew Whilding UEA (University of East Anglia) 
Quentin Fisher University of Leeds John Butler Wood Group 
Julie Copland Lloyds Register 
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